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ABSTRACT
Recently, interest in volunteerism focused on environmental sustainability has grown dramatically due to the alarming environmental issues such as global warming, foreign waste and greenhouse gases effects. A greenery club, namely Kelab Bumi Hijau (KBH) which consists of volunteering students led by Majlis Felow Kolej Tuanku Canselor (MFKTC), Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) has been set up in 2017 to monitor and improve the greenery particularly within Kolej Tuanku Canselor (KTC). Several activities have been carried out by KBH such as picking up litter, clearing unwanted shrubs and planting trees. This study is carried out to evaluate the relevance of KBH to the greenery of KTC. In addition, the challenges faced by KBH and their future plans are also highlighted. The results show that the greenery club namely KBH has not only enhanced the greenery and environment of KTC, but also cultivated volunteerism among the students.

Although the data presented apply only to KTC, we believe that the volunteerism to sustain the greenery should be carried out in all residential college in UTM.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental issues have become one of serious challenges face by humanity. Human activities such as open burning, deforestation, industrialization and plastic throwaways are destroying our environment and threatening the lives of future generations. It is notable that the environment is changing.

According to Surface Temperature Analysis conducted by Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS), the global warming magnitude has reached about 0.8 °C in 2010, which is double compared to magnitude reported in 1981 (Lenssen et al., 2019; Team, 2019). It is believed that the average global temperature of Earth will keep rising and reach a new record of highest global temperature in every decade. Figure 1 shows the record of maximum, minimum and average temperature in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from year 2009 until today which adapted from World Weather Online. The maximum temperature has increased by 5 °C, from 30 °C to 35 °C.

Beside global warming, waste disposal is also another environmental problem. Electronic wastes, plastics, etc could bring hazards and pollution to our environment. However, Malaysia has not been seen as a perfect country when it comes to waste management and cleanliness. Malaysia was ranked as 75th country Environmental Performance Index (EPI) in year 2018 (Wendling, 2018). On the other hand, Japan which is one of the cleanest countries where the Japanese have established culture of keeping everything clean. Trash cannot be found in any public area in Japan which is one thing that we should emulate.

Figure 1 Maximum, minimum and average temperature in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia [4].
Table 1 Overview of online questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Possible Answers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>Are you aware of environmental issues? (global warming, animal extinction, pollution and etc.)</td>
<td>Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>Among all the activities held by the club, which activity do you think has more impact to the environmental sustainability?</td>
<td>Clearing unwanted shrubs/ Picking up rubbish/ Planting trees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>Do you think KBH contribute on environmental sustainability?</td>
<td>Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Do you think the club did the great job to make KTC a better place to live?</td>
<td>Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Do you find volunteering in KBH activities interesting?</td>
<td>Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>Would you like to join the future activities organized by KBH?</td>
<td>Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>Is collecting merit points your main target to participate in the KBH activities?</td>
<td>Yes/ No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>Do you face any difficulties during the activities?</td>
<td>No option is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>Do you have any recommendations for future activities?</td>
<td>No option is available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To solve environmental issues, it starts with environmental awareness and volunteering hearts on the individual levels. Therefore, a greenery club, namely Kelab Bumi Hijau (KBH) has been set up in year 2017 by Majlis Felow Kolej Tuanku Chanselor (MKFTC), Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM) as an initiation toward environment sustainability. The club consists of volunteering students and lead by MKFTC to monitor and improve the greenery particularly within KTC. Up until today, several activities have been carried out by KBH such as picking up litter, clearing unwanted shrubs and planting trees. The focus of this study is to evaluate the relevance of KBH to the greenery of KTC, the challenges faced by KBH and their future plans.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Volunteering in environment may bring positive influence on people toward pro-environment behaviors over time[5, 6]. A case study [7] has been made on participants of two volunteering programs, namely Green Gyms® and Action Teams organized by The Conservation Volunteers (TCV) in UK. Green Gyms® focuses on biodiversity and organic food growing while Action Teams is managing and conserving the natural habitats. Those volunteers exhibit overall improved impact across all of the pro-environmental behaviors except waste management. The authors address few reasons, including personal finance, time availability and current infrastructure-supporting which are the potential challenges for individuals to involve in environmental volunteering nowadays. Another study has been conducted about the motivation behind Austria and Great Britain environmental volunteers. There are eight main motivation factors detected, which are “helping environment”, “career”, “user”, “learning”, “social”, “project organization”, “values and esteem”, and “health and well-being” [8]. The highest response of the motivator from the study is to help the environment, which shows that there is a high environmental awareness in these two countries. On the other hand, environment volunteering may also be integrated into the core part of tertiary students’ course to encourage environmental volunteering, for example, in Edith Cowan University. In 2013, a research is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of introducing community engagement and Workplace Integrated Learning (WIL) to their students. First year natural Sciences students were required to complete five days environmental work with community groups. In general, most of students give feedback that the experience is very useful in improving their job prospects upon graduation [9].

3. METHODOLOGY

This quantitative research was carried out within KTC. A total of 20 students have completed the online questionnaire. No face-to-face interview was carried out to keep the confidentiality of the respondents’ personal identity. All the volunteers are UTM students who have
previously participated in activities organized by KBH from the years 2017 to 2019. The overview of the online questionnaire is tabulated in Table 1. The questionnaire was designed to evaluate the importance of KBH towards the environment of KTC and the satisfactory levels of the participants. Most of the questions (Qs) come with bullet point options for answers to aid the respondents to answer the questionnaire. Q8 and Q9 were outlined to receive opinions and suggestions from the participants (if there is any as they are not compulsory questions). Moreover, Q7 was used as an evaluation to assess the volunteerism among the participants and to see whether merit points reward system is important to attract students to participate in activities involving greenery.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Among the 20 respondents, there are 11 junior students (in their first and second year of study) and nine senior students (in their third and fourth year of study) as shown in Figure 2. From the respondents’ responses to Q1, it was found that all the students are aware of the environmental issues such as global warming, animal extinction, pollution and other issues. Figure 3 depicts the respondents’ responses to Q2. Among the activities organized by KBH, majority of the students have suggested that planting trees could bring more impact to the environmental sustainability. This is reasonable because green plants improve the greenery of the environment and produce oxygen during the day. The respondents’ responses to Yes/No questions (Q3-Q7) are plotted in the same bar chart as shown in Figure 4. All students think that KBH is important for the environmental sustainability. Most of the students suggest that KBH has done a great job to make KTC a better place to live in terms of the improvements on greenery environment and the cleanliness of the residential colleges. From Figure 4, it is also shown that only one student dislikes the activities organized by KBH. Most of the students enjoy joining the greenery activities. In addition, by referring to the responses to Q6, majority of the students are willing to participate in the future greenery activities by KBH club. From Q7, 50% of the students participate in the greenery activities to gain merit points. This indicates that proper documentation should be done to record list of participants. The record be systematically organized to sustain the number of participants in the future activities. This shows that merit reward is one of the important motivations for students.

From the questionnaire, a few students face difficulties with the time when the activities were held. They have suggested that the activities should be held with more variety of time slots. On the other hand, a few students think that the activities should be advertised and attract more participants because the greenery activities require a lot of manpower. Besides, there is a suggestion to organize reduce, reuse and recycle (3R) campaigns to raise awareness regarding environmental issues.

![Figure 2](image1.png) Categories of students.

![Figure 3](image2.png) Responses to Q2.

![Figure 4](image3.png) Responses to ‘Yes/No’ questions (Q3-Q7).
5. CONCLUSION

Counting from year 2017 to 2019, number of students from KTC residences mushroomed to volunteer themselves actively in the activities that held by KBH, for instances clear up unwanted shrubs, pick up rubbish and plant tree. Among the three activities, most of the participants agree that planting trees bring the most significant impact towards the environmental sustainability. Moreover, the students show their appreciation towards KBH for providing a good platform to cultivate their volunteerism and love towards their mother nature while most of them are looking forward to join the other coming activities. KBH has shown a good move to inspire the students living in KTC to take the responsibility on protecting the environment, which most people have forgotten. A larger success could be expected if KBH could attract more students to join their activities and plan for more well-scheduled activities, for instances more available time options.
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